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REFERENCE TO "Ф и Ф" ANT ERKOMAJSHVILI (1944)

From: ISTANBUL
To: MOSCOW
No: 130
1 Sept. 44

[67 groups unrecovered]

[0% ARTEM][11]
[33 groups unrecovered]

cover name [PSEVDONIM] "Ф и Ф"[11] ERKOMAJSHVILI[111]
[36 groups unrecoverable]

N°157

[11] Ф и Ф : 
[111] ERKOMAJSHVILI: Probably David ERKOMAJSHVILI, associated with
the Social Democratic Georgian Government in
Exile. See also MOSCOW's No. 178 of
22nd October, 1944 (3/NKH/T1 510).
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